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Create the best Web experiences in browsers and 

devices with our user interface controls designed 

expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 

You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web 

technology without the need for plug-ins or 

extensions. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2017.1 SR here. 

  

Release Notes 

Work Item ID Component Product Impact Description 

228845 
AngularJS Two-way data 
binding Bug Fix 

A new row is added into the current page even if page size exceeds the limit when 
data source is AngularJS two-way bound to the grid and an item is pushed to the 
data source. 

245986 MVC Wrappers (Grid Filtering) Bug Fix conditionList option cannot be set via the MVC wrapper 

240483 MVC Wrappers (Grid Updating) Bug Fix 
MVC6/aspnetcore dll generate ‘'rowedittemplate' EditMode option for Updating 
instead of  'dialog' 

241043 igCategoryChart Bug Fix igCategoryChart using insertItem method throws an error 

247163 igCombo Bug Fix 
Items are not correctly rendering when the data source items are less than the 
Combo visible items count with grouping and virtualization enabled 

246482 igCombo Bug Fix 

When an item is selected from the bottom of the list, the Combo list scrolls back to 
top and the vertical scroll bar thumb is positioned at the bottom although there are 
much more items. 

245652 igCombo Bug Fix Text of selected item remains after selectedItems option is cleared 

226782 igDataChart Bug Fix 
Exception when hover/touch over a chart bound to an empty dataSource and 
markerType is set 

209413 igDataChart Improvement 

Bar chart is rendering all labels in the Y-axis when not enough room and interval not 
set 
Note: 
For chart's with small amount of size available the auto interval heuristics have  a 
new mode that is less likely to try to render too many labels and require clipping. In 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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order to avoid making visual breaking changes, this mode is optional, for now, and 
can be enabled for axes via useEnhancedIntervalManagement = true 

241677 igDataChart Bug Fix 

Incorrect text layout when chart is in "Right to Left" mode. 
Note: 
A scenario where text would not be anchored to the correct location in RTL mode 
was resolved. 

240258 igDoughnutChart Bug Fix 

Label color changes when both of brushes and outlines options are set. 
Note: 
Fixed an issue where the initial default colors for the inner and outer labels were 
being overridden when the Doughnut Chart was initialized.  If possible, the inner 
and outer label colors should be pulled from CSS using the .ui-chart-inner-labels and 
.ui-chart-outer-labels classes and used as the default colors. 

243975 igFileUpload Bug Fix File name shows as “…” if the control is placed inside flexbox. 

236254 igGrid Bug Fix 
Horizontal scrollbar for igGrid is not visible when resizing a column on an Angular2 
app. 

243841 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
Horizontal scrollbar becomes blank when grid is initialized while it is hidden on 
mixed environment 

243845 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
Horizontal scrollbar is not positioned correctly when the grid has fixed columns and 
the grid is inside a tile of igTileManager on mixed environment. 

246021 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix Scroll amount is not correct when some columns are fixed. 

224614 igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
Fixed area scrolls to left in Internet Explorer 11 when the last cell in the fixed area is 
selected. 

243726 igGrid (ColumnHiding) Bug Fix 
On Internet Explorer when featureChooserIconDisplay is set to 'none' and Sorting is 
enabled hiding and unhiding a column applies focused style to column header. 

243826 igGrid (ColumnMoving) Bug Fix 
Moving columns through the Feature Chooser menu applies focused style to column 
headers in Internet Explorer 
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246575 igGrid (ColumnResizing) Bug Fix 

The horizontal scrollbar does not have the correct width after column is resized and 
continuous virtualization is enabled. 
Note: 
Removed duplicated code that applied wrong width to the horizontal scrollbar. 

246569 igGrid (Filtering) Bug Fix 
Filtering dropdowns do not close when opening in sequence and 
advancedModeEditorsVisible option is true 

244549 igGrid (Filtering) Bug Fix 

Change in the filter dialog's add condition dropdown is not reverted when Cancel 
button is clicked. 
Note: 
This issue fixes the scenario with change in the filtering dialog`s condition drop 
down which was previously not reverted when "Cancel" button is clicked. 

237522 igGrid (Filtering) Bug Fix Click on the filtering editor does not enter in edit mode 

235686 igGrid (GroupBy) Improvement 

Remote GroupBy is not working with remote Paging (Known Issue) 
Note: 
The known issue is removed. A new option is added in igGridGroupBy - pagingMode. 
It specifies how paging should be applied when there is at least one grouped 
column. By default all visible records (data records and metadata group-by records) 
are included in page processing. In this case pagingMode is set to "allRecords". 
Another possible value for this option is "dataRecordsOnly". If set then in page 
processing is included ONLY data records. 

217471 igGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix 

When the data source is changed with another containing the same PKs, updating 
fails to refresh the UI in a Knockout grid 
Note: 
Resolved an issue in the Knockout grid extension causing rebinding with a data 
source containing the same PKs to fail when updating the UI through the rebindCells 
routine. 

246308 igGrid (Responsive) Bug Fix 
igGrid does not call cell click event handler when in Responsive VerticalRendering 
mode. 

241805 igGrid (Selection) Bug Fix 
Paddings are not consistent accross different classes for cell selection and cell 
focusing 

244927 igGrid (Summaries) Bug Fix Summary setting is reset when a grouping is canceled. 
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235820 igHierarchicalGrid Bug Fix 
IntelliSense for igGrid options and events under igHierarchicalGrid initialization are 
not working for TypeScript application. 

242570 igMap Bug Fix 

igMap flickers when custom shape files are loaded 
Note: 
An issue was found where the default map background content would display 
momentarily before applying the application-defined background content.  This has 
been corrected. 

245277 igPivotDataSelector Bug Fix Measure group captions on the metadata tree are not localized. 

243481 igPivotGrid Bug Fix 
After attempting to expand a non-expandable tuple member expandTupleMember 
keeps getting called on each data source update. 

239764 igPivotGrid Bug Fix 
JavaScript error is thrown when opening a filter for a member which contains 
apostrophes 

233541 igPivotGrid Bug Fix defaultRowHeaderWidth and gridOptions.defaultColumnWidth are not respected 

234973 igPivotGrid Bug Fix igPivotGrid cannot be created with jQuery 3.x. 

236424 igSplitter Bug Fix 
Horizontal scrollbar is displayed while a horizontal split bar is being dragged if the 
control width is 100%. 

242025 igSpreadsheet Bug Fix Cell does not show all the content when a new line is inserted by Alt + Enter 

245991 igTreeGrid Bug Fix 
igTreeGrid Virtualization gets disabled if a column is moved before the original first 
column. 

 


